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In the later part of the nineteenth century, American bicyclists were explorers, cycling through both charted
and uncharted territory. These wheelmen and wheelwomen became keen observers of suburban and rural
landscapes, and left copious records of their journeys -- in travel narratives, journalism, maps, photographs,
illustrations. They were also instrumental in the construction of roads and paths ("wheelways") -- building
them, funding them, and lobbying legislators for them. Their explorations shaped the landscape and the way
we look at it, yet with few exceptions their writings have been largely overlooked by landscape scholars, and
many of the paths cyclists cleared have disappeared. In Old Wheelways, Robert McCullough restores the
pioneering cyclists of the nineteenth century to the history of American landscapes.McCullough recounts
marathon cycling trips around the Northeast undertaken by hardy cyclists, who then describe their journeys
in such magazines as The Wheelman Illustrated and Bicycling World; the work of illustrators (including
Childe Hassam, before his fame as a painter); efforts by cyclists to build better rural roads and bicycle paths;
and conflicts with park planners, including the famous Olmsted Firm, who often opposed separate paths for
bicycles.Today's ubiquitous bicycle lanes owe their origins to nineteenth century versions, including New
York City's "asphalt ribbons." Long before there were "rails to trails," there was a movement to adapt
existing passageways -- including aqueduct corridors, trolley rights-of-way, and canal towpaths -- for
bicycling. The campaigns for wheelways, McCullough points out, offer a prologue to nearly every obstacle
faced by those advocating bicycle paths and lanes today. McCullough's text is enriched by more than one
hundred historic images of cyclists (often attired in skirts and bonnets, suits and ties), country lanes, and city
streets.
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From reader reviews:

Wesley McFarland:

This Old Wheelways book is absolutely not ordinary book, you have after that it the world is in your hands.
The benefit you obtain by reading this book will be information inside this book incredible fresh, you will
get information which is getting deeper an individual read a lot of information you will get. That Old
Wheelways without we understand teach the one who studying it become critical in pondering and
analyzing. Don't always be worry Old Wheelways can bring when you are and not make your tote space or
bookshelves' come to be full because you can have it inside your lovely laptop even cell phone. This Old
Wheelways having fine arrangement in word and layout, so you will not experience uninterested in reading.

Elmer August:

The experience that you get from Old Wheelways is the more deep you looking the information that hide
within the words the more you get serious about reading it. It does not mean that this book is hard to
recognise but Old Wheelways giving you buzz feeling of reading. The writer conveys their point in particular
way that can be understood through anyone who read that because the author of this guide is well-known
enough. That book also makes your own vocabulary increase well. Therefore it is easy to understand then
can go along with you, both in printed or e-book style are available. We highly recommend you for having
this kind of Old Wheelways instantly.

Melvin Robinson:

This Old Wheelways usually are reliable for you who want to be considered a successful person, why. The
key reason why of this Old Wheelways can be on the list of great books you must have is giving you more
than just simple examining food but feed anyone with information that might be will shock your preceding
knowledge. This book is handy, you can bring it all over the place and whenever your conditions in e-book
and printed versions. Beside that this Old Wheelways giving you an enormous of experience like rich
vocabulary, giving you demo of critical thinking that we realize it useful in your day action. So , let's have it
and revel in reading.

William Sanders:

Hey guys, do you wishes to finds a new book to study? May be the book with the name Old Wheelways
suitable to you? Typically the book was written by well-known writer in this era. The actual book untitled
Old Wheelwaysis a single of several books which everyone read now. This specific book was inspired lots of
people in the world. When you read this publication you will enter the new way of measuring that you ever
know just before. The author explained their concept in the simple way, thus all of people can easily to
recognise the core of this reserve. This book will give you a great deal of information about this world now.
So that you can see the represented of the world in this book.
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